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Huge worm appeared on the battlefield!
Rupture into the nothing opened
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Saving of the world through Kel
Goron?
Timuriel from the east, who's controlled by
the Kel Goron, has offered the disputees
his help. He showed his willingness to
help through activating the cepter of war
of the east and the white storm. Who truly
wants to break the control of the "Verfehmten“ over the world forge shall come to the
atelier and meet Timuriel.

Freedom for Val'Uhlane?
The people of the Naldar have accepted
Val'Uhlane as one of their own and wants
to free her from the dependence of Kel Goron Timuriel. At the moment however she
refuses and almost has to be forced to
her liberty. It is believed that she is still
strongly controlled by Timuriel.The gender
of the Val'Uhlane has not been determined
so far.

The most important news
Is the chace more important than the battle?
- Naldar of the East still sick
- worm of pestilence appeared on battlefield,
keep your distance! You will get sick!
- Already four shockwaves, everytime at
11pm and 11am. No known reason found
until now.
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- Ritualban still intact. One column destroyed but repaired overnight. Those who use
rituals help the enemy
- Undead found in tross. Cityguard killed
him and helped the residents.
- Assaults at the tavern to the swollen
liver by streetrats. They could escape

Jasmina tries.. .
....the "Heisse Maid“. Yesterday I was
again roaming aroung the Tross and was
just about to enter the tavern Norderby.
Just in this moment I noticed a couple
of colorful tents and beautifully dressed
people in front of them. At a second glance
I noticed the oppulent arguments of the
present women. There were also a couple
of well built men at hand. After some
minor investigation I realized that these
men and women were women and men of
nightly pleasure. The first few moments
I was surprised, but then I remembered
that the soldiers are also often in need of
distraction and affection after the battle. I
was always curious. Therefore, I decided
to accept their offer and spend a couple of
moments at their establishment. Spending
the time with a man nevertheless was
too risky for me and I’m also a tad too
shy. Additionally, I was reassured that
wearing my shoes would prevent me from
getting pregnant. Thank god! I chose captain Elisabeth as my partner. Her inviting
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chest and her slender fingers sparked my
curiosity. As soon as we entered the tent,
things started promptly. In the beginning I
was a little reserved. The captain however
is a very skilled lady in directing the
young and inexperienced.
Satisfied and relaxed I started my way
home. I can only recommend this establishment to anyone.
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Advertisement
Imagine you've got the Worldforge, but no
blacksmith to use it?!
The Company knows just the guy!
We get you to the best artisans and
artists for the task at hand.
The Company provides!

Gossip
Maruka the ork from the Banner of unity
has died. She was killed and devoured by
orks.
Sturmhart Einsenkeil, principal of the
Freyenmark has been charged of undermining
the war effort.
According to rumours several columns in
the fortress have been destroyed.
Blessing of Nimae
a woman with a silver mask and horns
blesses the undead to strengthen them.
Shey Ksun Aret
It was expected that she would appear in
the fortress. Therefore members of doubt
have therefore been very sressed. In the end
she didn't appear.
There has been a new fire at the alchemiststore. The firemen ask the people to
be careful.
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Words of the editor
The relevance and correctness of the
contents of the Fuchsbote is of course of utmost importance. However, there is no guarantee that content will be
published. In addition, we can not take
responsibility for the print. Discreetly
we point out our prerogative to be able
to edit any con- tent editorially.
Published by Kusin the Fox

In collaboration with Tyron from Hammerburg Journal
Font by the Kaligrafen Lothar
Design and print by Grimnir
Sales under the direction of Martin
Reporter and Distributor Mariella Reporter and Distributor Marino
Our thanks goes to the Heeresboten,
the messenger guild, the Carriers of
the words, as well as to all readers
of these lines.

Prediciton of the day
The ring of Edelbert Emmerus, one
of the heroes of the Worldforge, has
reappeard. As well as this ring an
artifact has to be constucted. At the
moment only few things are known,
but a song is needed. High expectations are laid upon this artifact.

